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Abstract
Purpose
To determine the relative difficulty of activity of daily living tasks for people with Retinitis
Pigmentosa (RP).
Methods
Participants with RP (n=166) rated the difficulty of tasks (n=43) underpinning the Dutch Activity
Inventory goals of mobility indoors and outdoors, shopping and using public transport. Demographic
characteristics were also determined. Responses were Rasch analysed to determine properties of
the scale, derive unidimensional subscales, and consider differential item functioning (DIF).
Results
Following removal of one ill-fitting item, the remaining 42 tasks formed a scale with reasonable
Rasch parameters but poor unidimensionality. The most difficult tasks were orienting in poor and
bright light both indoors and outdoors, and avoiding peripheral obstacles outdoors. Eight subscales
were derived with unidimensional properties, each of which could be considered as requiring similar
skills. DIF identified that tasks from the ‘poor light and obstacles’ subscale were more difficult for
those younger than the median age, non-users of mobility aids, and those not registered or
registered sight impaired. Tasks from the ‘finding products’ and ‘public transport’ subscales were
more difficult for those older than the median age, with longer duration of visual loss, users of
mobility aids, and those registered severely sight impaired.
Conclusions
The most difficult tasks for people with RP of orienting in poor light and avoiding peripheral
obstacles are relatively more difficult for those not registered as ‘severely sight impaired’, but are
less difficult for those who use mobility aids. Mobility aids (guide dog or cane) therefore do benefit
users in their perceived ability in these particular tasks. The derived unidimensional subscales
reorganises the tasks from those grouped together by goal (researcher driven) to those perceived as
requiring similar skills by people with RP (patient driven), and can be used as an evidence base for
orientation and mobility training protocols.

Keywords: Retinitis Pigmentosa, Activities of Daily Living, Rehabilitation, Visual impairment, Rasch
analysis, Orientation and mobility, Mobility aids
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1

Retinitis Pigmentosa is a genetic retinal dystrophy1 that primarily impairs peripheral vision.2 The

2

condition is progressive, with visual loss taking place over a number of years following the

3

presentation of initial symptoms.1,2 Loss of peripheral vision leads to particular difficulty with

4

mobility,3-8 but also leads to activity limitations in a range of other tasks such as reading7, 9 and visual

5

search.3

6

To determine the rehabilitation needs of visually impaired people across a full range of activities of

7

daily living, the Dutch Activity Inventory10-12 has been designed as an adaptive instrument structured

8

in terms of the World Health Organisation’s International Classification of Functioning, Disability and

9

Health.13 Respondents are asked the importance and difficulty of 47 goals underpinning ten

10

objectives (learning and applying knowledge, general tasks and demands, communication, mobility,

11

self-care, domestic life, interpersonal interactions, major life areas, community social and civil life,

12

and emotional health). In a full administration of the instrument, for each goal that is of some

13

importance and at least some difficulty, respondents are then asked the difficulty of a number of

14

tasks underpinning that specific goal.

15

We have recently demonstrated that at goal level, mobility is the most challenging domain within

16

the Dutch Activity Inventory for people with Retinitis Pigmentosa,14 and set this within the context of

17

other challenging domains and goals. The specific daily living goals with which greatest difficulty was

18

expressed were mobility outdoors, shopping, physical activity and / or sport, mobility indoors, and

19

using public transport. Whilst several of these goals underpin the mobility domain within the

20

instrument, shopping is considered under domestic life, and physical activity under community,

21

social and civic life, highlighting that the difficulties faced by those with Retinitis Pigmentosa extend

22

beyond mobility goals.

23

The purpose of the present study was to further investigate the difficulty of tasks underpinning the

24

most difficult goals for people with Retinitis Pigmentosa, in order to determine areas of particular

25

difficulty to address in rehabilitation. Whilst the purpose of the present study is therefore not

3

26

specifically to validate the Dutch Activity Inventory, the use of analysis techniques used in

27

questionnaire validation allows consideration of what the instrument tells us about the difficulty of

28

activities of daily living with Retinitis Pigmentosa.

29
30

Methods

31

Participants

32

Participants were recruited through the charity Retinitis Pigmentosa Fighting Blindness by

33

advertising the study at their annual conference, and through their newsletter and social media

34

pages. Participants of a previous study14 who had given their consent to be contacted were also

35

approached. Inclusion criteria for the study were a self-reported diagnosis of Retinitis Pigmentosa,

36

and age of at least 18 years. The resulting sample of 166 people is not the same as reported in our

37

previous study14, but is the same sample as reported in a further study.15

38

The study was undertaken using online questionnaires. Potential participants were given the web

39

address at which the study could be completed, which was hosted via surveygizmo. Informed

40

consent was obtained from all participants once the nature of the study had been explained, by

41

checking a tick box on the web page. Participants could not proceed to the study until they had

42

consented to take part. The tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki were observed. Ethical approval

43

was obtained from the Anglia Ruskin University Faculty of Science and Technology Research Ethics

44

Committee.

45

Demographic information

46

Participants were asked to report their age, gender, duration of visual impairment, visual

47

impairment registration status (not registered, registered as ‘sight impaired’, or registered as

48

‘severely sight impaired’), and whether they used a mobility aid (cane and / or guide dog). In the

49

United Kingdom, people can be registered as sight impaired with full visual field and visual acuity
4

50

3/60 - 6/60, visual acuity up to 6/24 with a ‘moderately contracted’ visual field, or visual acuity 6/18

51

or better if there is a ‘gross’ field defect. Severely sight impaired registration is available to those

52

with visual acuity <3/60 and full visual field, visual acuity between 3/60 and 6/60 with a ‘significantly

53

contracted’ field of vision, or visual acuity of >6/60 with a ‘severely contracted’ field of vision.16

54

Dutch Activity Inventory

55

Participants were asked to rate the difficulty of four goals that were found to be of greatest difficulty

56

within the Dutch Activity Inventory at goal level (difficulty with mobility outdoors, shopping, mobility

57

indoors, and using public transport).14 For each goal that was applicable and of some difficulty, the

58

difficulty of the tasks underpinning the goal were asked. Three of these four goals were from the

59

mobility domain, and the other (shopping) was from the domestic life domain. Although ‘physical

60

activity and / or sport’ was also in the ‘top five’ most difficult goals, it was not assessed further here

61

because the underlying task questions had to take into account a variety of different sports and

62

activities that would reduce the applicability of each question to a small number of participants. The

63

tasks underlying each goal (total of 43) are outlined in Tables 1-4. Note that the task questions were

64

asked in association with the relevant goal, so that where questions were similar they were

65

considered with respect to the given goal (e.g. ‘Get somewhere without getting too tired’ appears

66

with relation to mobility outdoors as question 9, and with relation to the use of public transport as

67

question 30).

68

For each task, participants responded on a 6 point Likert scale. 0 indicated that the task was not

69

important or not applicable to the participant and was analysed as missing data. A score of 1

70

indicated that the task was impossible without help, 2 was extremely difficult, 3 was moderately

71

difficult, 4 was slightly difficult and 5 was not difficult.

72

Analysis

5

73

The Dutch Activity Inventory task questions were Rasch analysed using Winsteps version 3.91.00

74

(winsteps.com). Rasch analysis17 is a probabilistic measurement model which allows the conversion

75

of ordinal responses to interval data,18 allowing application of parametric statistics. It also allows

76

comment on the relative difficulty of items, the functional ability of individuals, and the degree to

77

which a set of questions represent a unidimensional construct.19

78

Person and item measures are produced in logits, or log odds units, which represent the likelihood

79

of a person having the ability to achieve an item, or an item being achievable for a person. The

80

average logit value for items is arbitrarily set to zero. Given the scoring system employed, with

81

higher scores indicating less difficulty with a task, higher derived person measures indicated that an

82

individual had greater perceived ability, and a higher item difficulty indicated that more ability was

83

needed to achieve an item, and thus that the task was more difficult.

84

Rasch analysis was initially undertaken with a single Andrich rating scale of all the task items

85

considered together.20 Item fit was considered, as an indication of whether items were responded to

86

similarly by participants. Items with an infit or outfit greater than 2.0 meansquare were iteratively

87

removed on the grounds that their inclusion had the potential to harm the scale.21 Remaining items

88

with infit and outfit values between 0.5 and 1.5 meansquare were considered to be contributing

89

usefully to the scale, and those with fits between 1.5 and 2.0 were considered not to damage the

90

scale and were thus retained.21

91

For the remaining items, category functioning was examined, with the required outcome being that

92

all categories were utilised in order of functional ability, with each category the most common

93

response at some point on the functional scale. This means that as an individual’s perceived ability

94

increases, their probability of selecting a higher value category increases in an ordered fashion. Item

95

and person separation and reliability were noted, which provide an indication of the instrument’s

96

ability to reliably order items in terms of their difficulty, and respondents in terms of their ability,

97

respectively. For people, values of at least 2.0 for separation and 0.80 for reliability were expected,
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98

and for items the equivalent values were 3.0 and 0.90.22 The targeting of the scale indicated how

99

well matched the function of the participants was to the difficulty of the items, and was expected to

100

be within ±1 logit.23

101

To investigate unidimensionality, or the extent to which all items are addressing a single construct,

102

beyond the indications given by the item fits, Rasch residual-based principal components analysis was

103

considered. The variance in the data accounted for by the Rasch dimension was first considered, with

104

at least 60% of variance explained by the primary measure considered to demonstrate reasonable

105

overall unidimensionality in the instrument.23 The unexplained variance or residuals were then

106

decomposed to look for patterns indicating a secondary dimension to the data rather than random

107

noise. Contrasts found within the residuals after the primary model had been extracted with the

108

strength of at least two items, i.e., an eigenvalue of at least 2.0, were considered as evidence that the

109

instrument did not assess a strictly unidimensional construct,21 and that there may be subscales within

110

the items that might usefully be separated into different scales.

111

To consider whether the overview scale could be separated into more unidimensional subscales,

112

items loading more than 0.4 onto the first contrast were selected as contributing significantly to the

113

contrast and considered separately. These items were Rasch analysed as a separate scale, and the

114

parameters examined, including the contrasts. The process was repeated until a stable

115

unidimensional Rasch subscale was produced. If the parameters of this subscale were largely

116

acceptable (as defined by the parameters considered for the overview scale, plus a first contrast of

117

<2 eigenunits), the items were retained as a separate subscale. If the subscale produced was

118

inadequate, the items were discarded. The process was then repeated for all the remaining items in

119

the overview scale, excluding those items already considered in subscales, until no further significant

120

contrasts (>2 eigenunits) remained in the data.

121

Differential item functioning was used to consider whether the items within the overview scale were

122

of similar difficulty for all respondents, or were of particular difficulty for certain groups. Significant
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123

differential item functioning was considered as a contrast (difference between item difficulties for

124

each group) of at least 0.50 logits and a significance of this difference of at least p<.01. A relatively

125

conservative significance value was used, given the number of comparisons considered. Differential

126

item functioning was considered for the demographic characteristics of age, duration of visual loss

127

(both categorised by a median split of the data), gender (male v female), mobility aid usage (dog and

128

/ or cane used v no aid used), and registration status (less severe loss (not registered and registered

129

sight impaired) v more severe loss (severely sight impaired)).

130
131

Results

132

Participants

133

One hundred and sixty six people took part in the study. There were 91 females and 75 males, with a

134

mean age of 50±16 years (median 51.5 years, range 18-83 years), and a mean duration of visual loss

135

of 22±16 years (median 16 years, range 6 months – 70 years). Seventeen were not registered as

136

visually impaired, 63 were ‘sight impaired’ and 86 were ‘severely sight impaired’. Eighty four people

137

used mobility aids (cane, dog or both) and 82 did not.

138

Overview analysis of difficult tasks for people with Retinitis Pigmentosa

139

One hundred and fifty nine participants expressed some difficulty with at least one of the four goals

140

and were asked the relevant task questions. Mobility outdoors was of importance and some

141

difficulty to 152 people, mobility indoors to 140, shopping to 131 people, and public transport to 133

142

people. In initial Rasch analysis, item 1 (‘ask for help from passers by’) had an outfit meansquare

143

value of 2.14, indicating that this question was answered on a sufficiently different basis from the

144

other questions that it did not fit an underlying unidimensional construct, and was removed from

145

the scale.
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146

The analysis was repeated with this item excluded, and the resulting item parameters are given in

147

Table 5. Category functions were none, -2.18, -0.26, 0.64, and 1.80 logits, with each category the

148

most probable response at some point on the scale. Person separation was 4.62 and reliability 0.96,

149

item separation was 5.51 and reliability 0.97, and targeting was +0.12±1.60 logits, all of which are

150

acceptable. Item 11 has an outfit of 1.71, and item 6 has an infit of 1.63, with all other items having

151

fits within the range 0.5 to 1.5. It should be noted that as the task questions were only asked to

152

participants who found a goal important and difficult, the targeting value given reflects only the

153

views of those who found the goal difficult and may thus overestimate perceived difficulty.

154

However, even the least relevant goal (shopping) was important and of some difficulty to 131 people

155

(79% of the sample) such that the effect of excluding those who found the overlying goal ‘not

156

difficult’ is likely to be relatively minor.

157

This overview analysis allows consideration of the most difficult tasks underpinning the most difficult

158

goals for someone with Retinitis Pigmentosa, which may need to be addressed by rehabilitation. The

159

key areas identified include orientation in difficult lighting conditions (both dim and bright light, and

160

in indoor and outdoor conditions), avoiding obstructions (particularly outdoors), and visual search

161

tasks such as finding products in unfamiliar shops.

162

Tasks that are not reported to be difficult include travelling without getting tired, travelling in

163

familiar environments, and some aspects of using public transport. Also of note is that going up

164

stairs is reported to be rather less difficult than walking down stairs.

165

Unidimensionality and subscales

166

Having considered the unidimensionality of the scale through item fits, it is necessary to consider

167

variance explained and contrasts in the data as further evidence of unidimensionality. The variance

168

explained by the measures is 59.3%, close to the 60% suggested as optimal.23 The raw variance

169

explained by the items in the principal Rasch analysis (13.7%) is less than twice the unexplained

170

variance in the first contrast (7.5%), showing that there is a noticeable additional dimension to the
9

171

primary Rasch dimension.21 There are also five significant contrasts in the data, with the first having

172

a strength of 7.7 eigenunits. Such a lack of strict unidimensionality might be expected, since the task

173

questions cover a range of areas of activities of daily living from mobility and domestic life domains.

174

However it is relevant to consider whether the items of the overview scale can be separated into

175

more specifically unidimensional subscales that identify constructs that might be considered as

176

separate rehabilitation areas to address for people with Retinitis Pigmentosa. All of these tasks are

177

difficult for those with Retinitis Pigmentosa, but which group together in similar ways?

178
179

Items loading significantly onto the first contrast of the overview scale (5, 6, 25-29, 36-39, 42) were

180

identified as answered in a different way to the underlying latent trait of the overview scale, and

181

evaluated as a separate subscale. The items formed a subscale with poor item characteristics

182

(separation 1.56, reliability 0.71), and a first contrast of 3.2 eigenunits. Therefore, the items forming

183

the first contrast of this subscale (28, 29, 27, 26) were evaluated separately. These 4 items then

184

made a cohesive subscale around ‘Finding Products’ (Table 6a, Subscale 1), with adequate scale

185

parameters apart from slightly low item separation (Table 7). Poor item separation can be driven by

186

insufficient respondents, or by a lack of variation in the item difficulties of the questions.22 The latter

187

is more likely to be an issue in this instance, given that each item was applicable to 123 or more

188

participants, but the difficulties of these items in the overview scale ranged only between +0.28 and

189

-0.14 logits (Table 5).

190

The full scale was reanalysed, excluding items 1 (poor fit) and 26-29 (subscale 1). The first contrast of

191

this analysis (6.4 eigenunits) included items 36, 37, 38, 42, 39, 5, 6, and 43 loading onto it

192

significantly. Analysis of these items separately produced a scale with a first contrast of 2.5

193

eigenunits, with items 5 and 6 loading significantly onto this. These were removed and the remaining

194

items reanalysed. The resulting subscale consisted of items 36-39, 42 and 43 and made a cohesive

195

subscale around ‘Using Public Transport’ (Table 6a, Subscale 2) with acceptable scale parameters

196

(Table 7).
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197

The full scale was reanalysed, excluding items 1 (poor fit), 26-29 (subscale 1), 36-39 and 42-43

198

(subscale 2). The resultant scale had a first contrast of 3.75 eigenunits, with items 5, 4, 6, 25 and 35

199

loading significantly onto it. These items made a cohesive subscale around ‘Utilising Visual

200

Information’ (Table 6a, Subscale 3). Scale parameters are all acceptable (Table 7).

201

Reanalysis of the full scale, excluding the items already accounted for, resulted in a scale with a first

202

contrast of 3.01 eigenunits, to which items 13, 11, 16, 17 contributed significantly. These items made

203

a cohesive subscale around ‘Poor Light and (Inferior) Obstacles’ (Table 6a, Subscale 4). Scale

204

parameters are acceptable (Table 7) apart from targeting: the ability expressed by this group was

205

low compared to the difficulty of the questions, reflecting that these questions were the most

206

difficult for those with Retinitis Pigmentosa in the overview scale.

207

In the next iteration of the full scale analysis excluding items already used, the first contrast was 2.6

208

eigenunits and was loaded onto significantly by items 20, 21, 19, and 22. These items made a

209

cohesive subscale around ‘Going Up and Down’ (Table 6b, Subscale 5), with acceptable scale

210

parameters (Table 7).

211

The first contrast in the next iteration had a value of 2.32 eigenunits, and included items 30 and 9

212

(getting to places without getting tired, from the mobility outdoors and public transport goals).

213

However, these two questions formed a poor subscale with an item separation of 0.79 and reliability

214

of 0.38. They were also relatively easy questions in the overview scale and thus also had poor

215

targeting of +4.20±6.04. These items were therefore removed without using them in a subscale and

216

the analysis repeated. The repeated analysis had a first contrast of 2.4 eigenunits, with items 33, 34

217

and 41 loading significantly onto it. These items made a relatively cohesive subscale with a theme of

218

‘Public Transport Practicalities’ (Table 6b, Subscale 6). Scale parameters are acceptable, apart from

219

slightly low item separation, again due to lack of variability in item difficulty. Similarly to Subscale 1,

220

each item was applicable to 124 or more participants, but the difficulties of the items in the

221

overview scale ranged only between -0.12 and -0.69 logits (Table 5).
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222

Repetition of the analysis revealed a first contrast of 2.1 eigenunits, onto which items 8, 7 and 14

223

loaded significantly. These made a cohesive subscale on the theme of ‘Street Safety’ (Table 6b,

224

Subscale 7). Scale parameters are all acceptable (Table 7).

225

The remaining items now formed a unidimensional scale with a first contrast of 1.9 eigenunits. This

226

scale includes items 2, 3, 10, 12, 15, 18, 23, 24, 31, 32, and 40. The theme assigned to this subscale

227

was ‘Orientation’ (Table 6b, Subscale 8). Scale parameters are all acceptable (Table 7).

228

Differential item functioning

229

To help target rehabilitation strategies most appropriately, it is also of interest to consider whether

230

tasks are of similar difficulty for all respondents, or are of particular difficulty for certain groups. This

231

can be revealed by considering differential item functioning, which is assessed for different

232

demographic characteristics in Tables 8-12.

233

The items that the younger participants find harder than those who are older are the items relating

234

to orientation in poor light and peripheral obstacles, which had the highest item difficulties in the

235

overview scale. The items that are specifically harder for the older participants were easier tasks

236

within the overview scale, and relate to finding products and use of public transport.

237

Although older participants tended to have had visual loss for a longer duration (duration of visual

238

impairment = (0.48 x age) -2.51, R2 0.24, p=.000), there are differences in the items with differential

239

item functioning when considering duration of visual loss. Those who had been visually impaired for

240

longer found some items relating to finding products and public transport more difficult, similar to

241

the older participants. However, those who had been visually impaired for less time found the items

242

on fatigue specifically more difficult. These were the ‘easiest’ items overall in the overview scale.

243

In terms of gender, male participants expressed more difficulty with furniture shopping and reading

244

traffic signs. Female participants expressed more difficulty with fatigue, as had those who had been
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245

visually impaired for less time. Females in the sample did have a significantly (t(163)=2.85, p=.005)

246

shorter duration of visual impairment (19±14 years) than males (25±17 years).

247

Mobility aid users found the most difficult outdoor tasks of orientating in poor light and avoiding

248

inferior obstacles significantly easier than those not using mobility aids. Those using mobility aids

249

found visual search tasks around finding products more difficult, indicating that mobility aids are not

250

helping with such central vision tasks. There were no other items with significant differences in

251

difficulty reported by mobility aid users and non-users. Therefore, the use of mobility aids appears to

252

equate the difficulty of mobility in general, and makes specific mobility tasks easier than for those

253

not using aids.

254

The items that are specifically difficult to those with less severe impairment due to Retinitis

255

Pigmentosa, orientating in poor light and peripheral obstacles, reflect the difficulties that people

256

with Retinitis Pigmentosa may initially present with in terms of night blindness and restricted

257

peripheral field. The items of greater specific difficulty for those registered severely sight impaired,

258

around utilising visual information and finding products, reflect how further visual field restriction

259

and central vision reductions lead to particular difficulties with visual search and central reading

260

tasks that are not experienced in the earlier stages. Several items that are more difficult for those

261

registered severely sight impaired are consistent with those also seen to be more difficult for those

262

of greater age, duration of visual impairment, and who use mobility aids. As might be expected,

263

those registered severely sight impaired are more likely to be older (t(163)=-4.22, p=.000), to have

264

been impaired for longer (t(163)=-4.72, p=.000) and to be more likely to use mobility aids (Mann

265

Whitney U 1903, Z=-5.74, p=.000).

266
267

Discussion
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268

The overview scale produced here by assessing the tasks underpinning the most difficult goals of the

269

Dutch Activity Inventory for people with Retinitis Pigmentosa allow consideration of the most

270

difficult tasks that need to be incorporated into rehabilitation programs. The most challenging tasks

271

overall (Table 5) relate to mobility in poor and bright light both outdoors and indoors, and to

272

avoiding peripheral obstacles outdoors. These are not unexpected activity limitations, given that the

273

effect of Retinitis Pigmentosa on photoreceptors is such that the presenting visual impairments are

274

usually poor scotopic vision and reduced peripheral field. The high prevalence of posterior

275

subcapsular cataract in Retinitis Pigmentosa 24 is also likely to impact on difficulty in bright light

276

conditions when the pupil constricts. Greater difficulty with mobility in reduced illumination by

277

people with Retinitis Pigmentosa has previously been reported in questionnaire studies,25 and

278

observed objectively in terms of slower walking speed and increased mobility incidents when

279

negotiating a mobility course.5, 26 The remainder of the ‘top 10’ most difficult tasks (‘finding

280

products in shops only visited occasionally’, orientating in a store / hospital, avoiding inferior

281

obstacles indoors, and noticing road users) also relate to the utilisation of peripheral vision. These

282

are tasks that may be more difficult because they are less frequently done, and / or involve changes

283

that cannot easily be predicted.

284

To take an alternative perspective, what are the least challenging of the tasks assessed and can

285

these suggest appropriate rehabilitation strategies? Fatigue, asking for help and travelling in familiar

286

environments are the least challenging of these tasks underpinning difficult goals (Table 5). Given

287

these findings are for people with largely established visual impairment (median duration of loss 16

288

years), it suggests that key aspects to effective rehabilitation for those in the initial stages of the

289

condition could include learning skills by making tasks and travel routes more familiar and to provide

290

confidence in asking for help. Tiredness was found more difficult by those who had been impaired

291

for less time, and also by women. Those who have been visually impaired for less time are likely to

292

have less severe visual loss, but may not yet have developed techniques or compensatory strategies

293

for achieving tasks that those with more longstanding impairment have, or gained familiarity with
14

294

undertaking these tasks as a visually impaired person, and it therefore takes more effort to

295

undertake and achieve these tasks.

296

The use of Rasch analysis also allowed the derivation of subscales, identifying unidimensional

297

themes that might be usefully considered as independent aspects of particular difficulty for those

298

with Retinitis Pigmentosa to be considered in the rehabilitation process. This complements the

299

overview analysis that addresses relative item difficulty but in a slightly less unidimensional way. The

300

analogy is that the overview scale is like an assessment of ‘maths’ and the subscales identify the

301

relative components of this overarching theme, such as ‘addition’, ‘algebra’ or ‘calculus’. However,

302

the novelty of the subscales as derived here is that the tasks are reorganised from those that are

303

grouped together by goal (researcher driven) to those perceived as requiring similar skills by people

304

with Retinitis Pigmentosa (patient driven).

305

The complexity and diversity of needs makes it necessary to adapt any rehabilitation programme,

306

such as orientation and mobility training, to an individual client’s needs.27 The most effective

307

methods to teach the use of mobility aids, or orientation and mobility in general, are unclear with no

308

good quality evidence currently available.27,28 There has been interest in determining whether a

309

standardised orientation and mobility teaching protocol would have better outcomes than usual

310

care,29 but the results of the trial suggested little difference between techniques30 although the trial

311

was hampered by trainers deviating from the standardised protocols, potentially to deliver more

312

client centred training. The subscales derived in the present study may be useful in informing the

313

development of training programmes, suggesting tasks that can be considered together in training

314

as forming a unidimensional construct from the client’s perspective. The subscales do appear to

315

group together skills that are considered similar by rehabilitation specialists: for example, the

316

subscales of ‘going up and down’ and ‘using public transport’ represent higher risk activities that

317

would be taught after more basic skills had been acquired.
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318

There is also little current evidence of the value of training provided by rehabilitation specialists.31,32

319

The subscales outlined here could provide a potentially valuable specific tool to provide evidence of

320

success in client-centred rehabilitation training. Clients undertaking initial training could have

321

changes in perceived ability assessed by administration of relevant subscales pre- and post-training.

322

Following successful initial training and review of appropriate further goals, more advanced skills

323

could be taught and efficacy assessed using further relevant subscales.

324

The use of differential item functioning also allows consideration of which tasks are more specifically

325

difficult for particular groups, which can again inform the rehabilitation needs of those with Retinitis

326

Pigmentosa. The most difficult items overall, those around poor light and obstacle avoidance

327

(subscale 4), are even more difficult for those in the earlier stages of the condition, namely those

328

who are younger, who do not use mobility aids, and who are either not registered or registered only

329

as sight impaired. Since mobility difficulties tend to increase as the extent of visual field loss

330

increases,7, 26, 33 it might have been expected that mobility tasks such as avoiding peripheral

331

obstacles would have been more difficult for those in the later stages of the condition, who are more

332

likely to be registered as severely sight impaired. However, it could also be argued that as the

333

disease progresses, adjustments to approaches to mobility are made from an early stage, such that

334

these tasks seem less of an issue than they do earlier in the disease process, and newer difficulties,

335

such as those with visual search as the field contracts to very small levels, are relatively more

336

difficult as they need to become adapted to.

337

Items around visual search (subscale 1) are found more difficult by those with more profound visual

338

loss as indicated by their registration as severely sight impaired, use of mobility aids, older age and

339

longer duration of visual impairment. Items around utilising visual information (subscale 3) are also

340

found more difficult by those registered severely sight impaired. These specific activity limitations

341

are likely to relate to visual impairments which become more of an issue later in the disease process,

342

with very limited visual fields affecting visual search, and additional progressive loss of central visual

16

343

acuity and contrast sensitivity. Use of public transport (subscale 2) is found more difficult by those

344

who are older, or have been impaired for longer. Thus, the need for rehabilitation training in the use

345

of public transport and the use of visual search strategies may need to be reviewed over time, as

346

these areas become more difficult over time. It is a limitation of the study that by using an online

347

questionnaire, the only indication of severity of visual loss is registration status. It is acknowledged

348

that not every participant will be in the most appropriate registration category for their visual

349

function, since registration is voluntary. It would be useful in future research to be able to determine

350

visual acuity and visual field extent in order to determine at what level of visual function these tasks

351

become problematic.

352

Of particular note are the items for which differential item functioning is seen between people who

353

do and do not use mobility aids, and also the items for which differential item functioning is not

354

seen. People using mobility aids find many tasks no more difficult than those who do not use aids

355

(such as those included in public transport (subscales 2 and 6), going up and down (subscale 5), and

356

street safety (subscale 7)), and express significantly less difficulty with the most difficult tasks overall

357

of orientation in poor light and bumping into peripheral obstacles compared to people not using

358

mobility aids. These findings provide evidence that mobility aids do make a difference to

359

performance. While it is anecdotally clear that mobility aids such as canes enhance mobility

360

function, since users continue to find value in using them, evidence in previous literature for the

361

benefits of mobility aids and training is not clear cut, and the present finding is therefore relatively

362

novel. A Cochrane systematic review27 found no high quality evidence of the effects of orientation

363

and mobility training for adults with low vision, and very little evidence has been found in the

364

literature28 on methodology or effectiveness of symbol cane training. Guide dog users with Retinitis

365

Pigmentosa have, however, been shown to walk faster and with greater ease with their dog than

366

without34. Thus, further research to demonstrate whether and how mobility aids enhance mobility

367

function would be beneficial. A limitation of the present study with regard to mobility aid use is that

368

we did not distinguish between symbol cane and long cane users in our ‘cane users’ category. The
17

369

use of canes and guide dogs were asked about separately, and of the 82 participants who used a

370

mobility aid, 64 used a cane only, 4 used a dog only, and 14 used both a cane and a dog. Given the

371

low number of people in the study using guide dogs as mobility aids, the data has considered all

372

mobility aid users together.

373
374

Conclusions

375

Overall, the most difficult tasks underpinning the most difficult activity and participation goals for

376

people with Retinitis Pigmentosa are orienting in poor light and avoiding peripheral obstacles.

377

However, we also show that these specific tasks are relatively more difficult for those who are not

378

registered and registered as sight impaired. They are also less difficult for those people who use

379

mobility aids, demonstrating the benefits of such aids. Those who are registered severely sight

380

impaired find visual search tasks relatively more difficult. Derivation of unidimensional subscales

381

identifies groups of tasks considered similarly by people with Retinitis Pigmentosa, which can be

382

used as an evidence base for developing and assessing orientation and mobility training protocols.

383
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